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In addition to the generous donors listed above, an impressive number of experts collaborated to produce the Summit—and we are truly grateful for their contributions of time, talent and support. Advocates, attorneys, providers, policy experts and researchers from around the world drafted, reviewed and edited the materials for the Summit. Partners assisted with outreach and engagement, as well as coordination and translation.

The American Bar Association Commission on Homelessness & Poverty and Section of Litigation Children’s Rights Litigation Committee thank the following partners and supporters:

- Our gracious hosts at Trench Rossi Watanabe/Baker McKenzie
- The many presenters, facilitators and reviewers—without whom the Summit would not have been possible
- The youth and young adults with lived experience who are joining us—and our partners at Chance for Childhood, National Network for Youth, Street Child United and True Colors Fund for coordinating and supporting their participation
- The Bluhm Legal Clinic, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law for their generous support of law students who participated in the Summit as reporters.
- Our colleagues at the ABA Center on Children and the Law, Commission on Youth at Risk, Fund for Justice and Education, Rule of Law Initiative and Section of International Law for their assistance throughout the last year and their ongoing partnership as we move forward

Last but certainly not least, thank you to the 100+ participants who traveled to Brazil or participated virtually from around the world. We appreciate the effort you made to participate in this Summit and we look forward to an ongoing collaboration to foster implementation of the legal principles embodied in the UN Comment on Children in Street Situations through strategies and commitments made at this convening.

Thank you!